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MCQ Test

1) 8086 Microprocessor ________number of transistors with _____nm Technology

a>29000 transistors,3000nm  (A)

b>3098 transistors,10000nm

c>3.1M transistors,800nm

d>5.5M transistors,500nm

2)What is Lithography?

a) Process used to transfer a pattern to a layer on the chip  (A)

b) Process used to develop an oxidation layer on the chip

c) Process used to develop a metal layer on the chip

d) Process used to produce the chip

3)Silicon oxide is patterned on a substrate using ____________

a) Physical lithography

b) Photolithography  (A)

c) Chemical lithography

d) Mechanical lithography

4)Which of the following statement is not true?

a) X-ray and Electron beam lithography technique, produce device dimensions down to
submicron range.

b) Ultraviolet lithography has limitation due to diffraction effects of wavelength.

c) The cost of X-ray or Electron beam is less compared to Ultraviolet photolithography.
(A)

d) The exposure time is less in Ultraviolet compared to X-ray or Electron beam
lithography.

5)The stage in which the CPU fetches the instructions from the instruction cache in
superscalar organization is

a) Prefetch stage  (A)

b) D1 (first decode) stage

c) D2 (second decode) stage

d) Final stage



6)In the execution stage the function performed is

a) CPU accesses data cache

b) executes arithmetic/logic computations

c) executes floating point operations in execution unit

d) all of the mentioned  (A)

7)Which of the following makes Qubit different than a classical bit?

a>Superposition of states

b>Entanglement

c>Both of the above  (A)

8)A Qubit can be in __________ of both the states at the same time

a>Entanglement

b>Superposition  (A)

9)A Qubit is a _________ quantum mechanical system

a>2-state  (A)

b>3-state

c>4-state

10)______sphere is a representation of a qubit, the fundamental building block of quantum
computers

a>Bloch  (A)

b>Hilbert

c>Hermitian
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